Since 2020, the HUC-JIR Jewish Language Project has been working to accomplish our mission: To promote research on, awareness about, and connections, and … a new channel for disseminating understanding and appreciation of Jewish languages. “The Jewish Language Project's social media posts promote conversation, debate, new and unique research, and new understandings about language.” -- Email list recipient

Recordings and Endangered Languages

WEBSITE GROWTH

PUBLIC PROGRAMMING

MERCH, MERCH, MERCH

JEWISH LANGUAGE PROJECT BY THE NUMBERS

1800 people online exhibits

31 language descriptions

31 historical map exhibits

15 Princeton Geniza Lab social media series

34 curricular materials

50 American Sephardi Federation Institute of Jewish Experience

28 Native speaker interviews

205 Fun Facts

15,000 Social media followers

28 Crowd-sourced dictionaries

Over 5000 registered for our free of charge events in 2022-23

5000+ websites visits per month

10,000 Merch item sales

28 Native speaker interviews

8 Crowd-sourced dictionaries

31 language descriptions

8 Multilingual Omer, Purim, Tu Bishvat

A Millennium of Jewish Women’s Voices, Recent additions:

Women’s Voices, A Millennium of Jewish Women’s Voices was just so amazing!! Thank you all so much. It was a wonderful, perfect gift of delights. I was so deeply touched…the perfect gift of delights. I was so deeply touched…Today was a celebration and it was magical to be with all of you. ”

– Audience member, launch event for “Women’s Voices” exhibit, Nov. 2022

“I am interested in documenting endangered Iranian Jewish languages because Iran has one of the oldest Jewish communities throughout history and around the world. I want to take part in helping preserve my heritage and a piece of crucial Iranian and Jewish history. ”

– Michael Zargari, JLP documentation intern and masters student, UC Santa Barbara